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In the Brose Group almost 25,000


employees in 23 countries are


engaged in the development


and production of mechatronic


components and systems for doors


and seats as well as electric motors


in vehicles.


Our mechatronic systems for doors,


seats or electric motors and drives


can be found in every second new


vehicle around the world today.


Brose Fahrzeugteile GmbH & Co.


KG, Coburg


Max-Brose-Straße 1


96450 Coburg


Customer Quality Engineer


As a successful family-owned company on a path to global growth, the Brose Group offers
challenging responsibilities and exciting career opportunities to performance-driven, skilled
specialists with solid professional knowledge and proven career expertise who wish to
contribute to our company’s success.


Your Job Specification
- Verification of customer contracts and supply specifications with regards to quality-related


contents
- Execution and control of all quality planning tasks in the development phase and/or


changes in the series of the products
- Execution of the customer advanced product quality planning (APQP) (in line with PEP/


PMH)
- Ensuring and execution of the initial sampling and production/process releases (in line


with PEP/PMH) Ensuring the risk assessment and deduction by appropriate quality
assurance measures


- Processing problem solving process of escalated quality issues with the producing plants
(Top Q level >=2)


- Support of the plant quality function in the event of relocation under consideration of
costs/resources objectives


Your Profile
- Competent knowledge of quality core methods for customer projects
- Experience in handling of customer communication
- Competent knowledge of Statistic and PC applications (SAP,FMEA,SPC software


preferred)


Your advantages:
A modern working environment and a wide range of benefits. We also offer performance-
based compensation and attractive social and additional benefits. Flexible working hours
give you the freedom you need to optimally balance your work and personal life. Modern
workplace concepts, comprehensive training opportunities and our own in-house catering
service make the offer complete.


Please send us your application using our online form.






